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Abstract 
 

Descriptions of Uyghur phonology are unclear as to whether or not the front and back consonant 
assimilation of velar and uvular stops is a harmonic process (Comrie 1997; De Jong 2007; Engesæth et al. 2010; 
Friedrich 2002; Hahn 1991, 1998). Data from Uyghur reference materials demonstrate front and back consonant 
assimilation processes in Uyghur which differ from cross-linguistic consonant harmony as it has been defined and 
described in the literature (Hansson 2001; Rose and Walker 2004). The data demonstrate that Uyghur consonant 
assimilation is triggered by vowel harmony, thus it should not be referred to as consonant harmony in future 
descriptions of Uyghur. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 It is no surprise that the occurrence of consonant harmony within Turkic languages is 
under-described. Consonant harmony is a commonly overlooked and misunderstood 
phonological process, especially outside of child language. As an under-described Turkic 
language, Uyghur provides a perfect example to explore and analyze consonant assimilation 
alongside harmonic processes, as its vowels are subject to backness harmony and it has front 
and back consonant assimilation. Although it is clear that Uyghur has vowel harmony, it 
remains unclear in descriptions of Uyghur phonology whether or not the front and back 
consonant assimilation is also a harmonic process (Comrie 1997; De Jong 2007; 
Engesæth et al. 2010; Friedrich 2002; Hahn 1991, 1998). 
 With this study, I aim to provide a descriptive analysis that locates front and back 
consonant assimilation in Uyghur within a wider typological understanding of consonant 
assimilation processes. Namely, I examine front and back consonant assimilation processes in 
Uyghur and show how they differ from cross-linguistic descriptions of consonant harmony as 
exemplified across language families in Hansson (2001) and Rose & Walker (2004). In addition 
to furthering the understanding of assimilation in Uyghur, this study also contributes to the 
general understanding of harmonic processes as they occur across languages.  

Using data from Uyghur reference materials, such as grammars and textbooks, I aim to 
show that velar and uvular consonants assimilate to the [±back] specifications triggered by a 
vowel in the stem. Thus, I claim consonant assimilation occurs in Uyghur as a result of vowel 
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harmony, whereas cross-linguistically, consonant harmony systems occur independently from 
vowel harmony. 
 

2 Background 
 
 Uyghur is a southeast Turkic language spoken primarily in the Xinjiang Uyghur 
Autonomous Region in northwestern China. It has an 8-vowel system and the literature reports 
clear examples of vowel harmony (Comrie 1997; De Jong 2007; Engesæth et al. 2010; 
Friedrich 2002; Hahn 1991, 1998). Uyghur also has velar and uvular consonants which 
correspond to the selection of front and back vowels. Many Uyghur suffixes are allophonic for 
[±back], but it is not completely clear from the literature if such suffixes are triggered by 
vowels, consonants, or by both vowels and consonants occurring in the stem. 
 Johanson (1998) describes harmonic processes in Turkic languages that affect both 
vowels and consonants because harmony affects the whole syllable. From this description, it is 
not clear whether vowels, consonants or both may function as a trigger for harmony. Other 
descriptions of Turkic languages exemplify consonant harmony in languages such as Karaim 
and Gagauz (Comrie 1981; Nevins & Vaux 2004). This indicates that through genetic relations, it 
would be reasonable to assume that consonants also trigger harmony in Uyghur, but cross-
linguistic studies of consonant harmony do not include Uyghur as a language that exemplifies 
consonant harmony (Hansson 2001; Rose & Walker 2004). Furthermore, the literature 
surrounding Uyghur harmonic processes is unclear. Specifically, descriptions of Uyghur 
grammar clearly exemplify vowel harmony, but they do not all provide descriptions of front 
and back consonant assimilation as a result of harmonic processes (Comrie 1997; De Jong 2007; 
Engesæth et al. 2010; Friedrich 2002; Hahn 1991, 1998). In general, thorough descriptions of front 
and back consonant assimilation are lacking. The summary below exemplifies how this 
phonological process is unclear in such reference materials. 
 Comrie (1997) concisely describes vowel harmony but does not mention or discuss 
consonant harmony in his description of Uyghur phonology. Friedrich (2002) briefly glosses 
over vowel harmony and what he refers to as consonant assimilation. In both sections of his 
grammar of Uyghur, Friedrich explains voicing assimilation in suffixes. He also explains that 
there are four allomorphs for dative case, but does not explain what determines the selection of  
–q/-k or –gh/-g in dative suffixes. This leaves one to believe that the consonants assimilate 
with the [±back] specifications of vowel harmony. In contrast to Comrie and Friedrich, De Jong 
(2007) writes that “the principles of vowel and consonant harmony pervade the whole of 
Uyghur grammar” (15), leaving readers to assume that Uyghur both has consonant harmony 
and it is an important part of Uyghur phonology. De Jong’s work is unclear whether there is a 
relationship between vowel and consonant harmony. Engesæth et al. (2010) describe consonant 
harmony as a different process than vowel harmony. In sum, the literature approaches 
consonant harmony in three ways: it does not describe consonant harmony, it describes 
consonant harmony as part of vowel harmony, or it describes consonant harmony separately 
from vowel harmony.  
 In terms of typology, it is reasonable to examine Uyghur for an occurrence of consonant 
harmony. First, there are Turkic languages that employ consonant harmony, such as Karaim 
(Nevins & Vaux 2004). This increases the likelihood of Uyghur having consonant harmony due 
to both genetic and areal contact. Next, consonant harmony has typically been under-described 
and misunderstood across languages. It is known that consonant harmony can take multiple 
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forms and is not limited to coronal consonants as previously suggested (Hansson 2001; 
Levelt 2011), thus augmenting the number of known cross-linguistic examples of consonant 
harmony to which Uyghur consonant assimilation could belong. As Hansson states, the 
separate cases of consonant harmony “are quite diverse, not merely in terms of geographic 
distribution and genetic affiliation, but also with respect to their phonological characteristics” 
(41). Last, Uyghur reference materials, such as Engesæth et al. (2010), describe Uyghur 
consonants affecting the selection of consonants in suffixes. Such a claim indicates that Uyghur 
consonant assimilation is non-local and a clear example of consonant harmony. 

Given the typological environment described above, it is necessary to explain both why 
Uyghur front and back consonant assimilation does not demonstrate consonant harmony and 
how it is connected to vowel harmony. In the following sections I compare Uyghur consonant 
assimilation to cross-linguistic descriptions of consonant harmony and show why it is not 
transparent that it differs. 

 

2.1 Definitions and distribution 
 
 Consonant harmony has many definitions in the literature and is commonly understood 
as a long-distance agreement process. Levelt (2011) defines consonant harmony as “an 
‘assimilation-at-a-distance’ process between consonants, in which consonants affect other, 
non-adjacent consonants” (1). Hansson (2001: 4) uses two criteria in his definition: 
 

any assimilatory effect of one consonant on another consonant, or assimilatory co-
occurrence restriction holding between two consonants, where: 
a. the two consonants are separated by a string of segmental material consisting of at 

the very least a vowel; and 
b. intervening segments, in particular vowels, are not audibly affected by the 

assimilating property. 
 

A third definition comes from Rose (2011): “Assimilation for an articulatory or acoustic 
property between two or more non-adjacent consonants, where intervening segments are not 
noticeably affected by the assimilating property” (1). In sum, all three of these definitions share 
two criteria. First, consonants must affect other consonants. Second, these consonants must not 
be adjacent. The first criterion establishes a relationship between consonants, as harmonic 
systems are not restricted to vowels affecting other vowels. The second criterion establishes a 
relationship between two specific consonants which restricts intervening segments from 
participating.  
 Next, consonant harmony behaves differently than vowel harmony. As Hansson (2001) 
explains, consonant harmony is predominantly found within roots, whereas vowel harmony is 
not. Further, Hansson states that both vowel harmony and vowel-consonant harmony systems 
are commonly sensitive to prosodic features but consonant harmony systems are not. 
 Cross-linguistically, consonant harmony is restricted to secondary places of articulation 
in adult language. Rose & Walker (2004) as well as Hansson exemplify numerous cases of 
consonant harmony, including coronal, laryngeal, nasal, liquid, dorsal, and labial harmony. The 
overwhelming majority of consonant harmony systems employ coronal harmony. Despite the 
large inventory of languages known to have consonant harmony described in both Hansson 
(2001) and Rose & Walker (2004), neither study includes Uyghur. 
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2.2 Consonant assimilation in Uyghur 
 
 All stems in native Uyghur grammar are specified as either [±back] for harmonic 
processes. Backness harmony affects both vowels and consonants in suffixes and determines 
the surface forms for the archiphoneme -G as velar or uvular consonants. In general, when a 
stem is specified as [-back], the surface form has a velar. Uvulars surface when a stem is 
specified as [+back]. This is demonstrated in Table 1 below. 
 
nominative translation dative translation 
öj ‘house’ öjgɛ ‘to a/the house’ 

gül ‘flower’ gülgɛ ‘to a /the flower’ 

bazar ‘bazaar’ bazarʁa ‘to a/the bazaar’ 

eʁiz ‘mouth’ eʁizʁa ‘to a/the mouth’ 
Table 1:  Example of backness harmony in Uyghur 
 
As shown above, the [–back] stems öj ‘house’ and gül ‘flower’ both receive a velar surface form 
of –G and the [+back] stems bazar ‘bazaar’ and eʁiz ‘mouth’ receive a uvular surface form.
 The Uyghur suffix initial archiphoneme -G can surface as one of four sounds: /g/, /k/, 
/ʁ/ or /q/. Voicing spreads across morpheme boundaries in Uyghur, thus if a morpheme ends 
with a voiced segment, the first segment in the adjacent morpheme will also be voiced. If a 
morpheme ends with a voiceless consonant, the initial consonant in the adjacent morpheme 
will also be voiceless. Thus there is a front/back distinction for –G, which also undergoes 
voicing assimilation. This is demonstrated in Table 2 below. The terms mɛktɛp ‘school’ and 
tamaq ‘food’ both end with voiceless segments, thus –G surfaces as voiceless whereas gül 
‘flower’ and bazar ‘bazaar’ end in voiced segments, thus –G surfaces as voiced. Again, these 
terms are also specified for [±back] as above in Table 1. 
 
nominative translation dative translation 
mɛktɛp ‘school’ mɛktɛpkɛ ‘to a/the school’ 

gül ‘flower’ gülgɛ ‘to a /the flower’ 

tamaq ‘food’ tamaqqa ‘to the food’ 

bazar ‘cinema’ bazarʁa ‘to a/the cinema’ 
Table 2:  Example of backness harmony in Uyghur with voice assimilation 
 
Furthermore, Lindblad (1990) writes that Uyghur suffixes are underspecified and harmony 
spreads from roots to the suffixes. Hahn (1998) writes that when Uyghur stems are 
disharmonic, as is often found in loanwords, the last syllable in the stem determines whether 
suffixes will take front or back harmony. 
 Determining whether a stem is front or back can take many steps. Engesæth et al. (2010) 
describe a two-step process to decide the backness property of the stem. First, Engesæth et al. 
direct learners of Uyghur to look at vowels. Uyghur has an eight-vowel system, which is 
reportedly very similar to Turkish as well as Proto-Turkic (Lindblad 1990). Four vowels are 
rounded, /u/, /o/, /ü/, and /ö/, and the other four are unrounded, /a/, /i/, /e/, and /ɛ/. Of these 
eight vowels, harmony only affects six, resulting in /a/, /u/, and /o/ in back stems and /ɛ/, /ü/, 
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and /ö/ in front stems. Uyghur /i/ and /e/ are not specified for front or back. The phoneme /i/ is 
commonly transparent or neutral in Ural-Altaic languages (Kabak 2011; Törkenczy 2011), but 
the behavior of /i/ is different in Uyghur than in Turkish or Hungarian (Lindblad 1990; 
Hahn 1991). Hahn (1991) writes that Uyghur /i/ is a phonetically neutralized surface form of 
two phonemically distinct high unrounded vowels, /i/ and /ɨ/. When stems have vowels that 
harmonize for front or back, speakers can determine if the stem as a whole is front or back. If a 
stem only has a phonetically neutralized /i/, the surface representation cannot tell a speaker to 
select front or back allomorphs for suffixes. In such situations, Engesæth et al. (2010) direct 
learners to look at stops within stems to determine backness. If a stem contains a velar stop, it 
is front harmonic. If a stem contains a uvular stop, it is back harmonic. Examples are given 
below in Table 3. 
 
nominative translation dative translation 
kir ‘dirt’ kirgɛ ‘to/for the dirt’ 

kiʃi ‘person’ kiʃigɛ ‘to/for the person’ 

qiʃ ‘winter’ qiʃqa ‘to/for winter’ 

eʁiz ‘mouth’ eʁizʁa ‘to/for the mouth’ 
Table 3:  Examples of backness harmony in i-stems with velar and uvular stops 
 
Considering vowels and consonants for front vs. back harmony is an effective method for 
learners to determine whether a stem is front or back, but it does not explain how native 
Uyghur speakers are able to determine whether stems with a phonetically neutralized /i/ that 
do not have velar or uvular stops are front or back. Such stems are exemplified below in (1). 
 
(1) til ‘language’    

sinip ‘classroom’  
ish ‘work’  
bilim ‘knowledge’ 

 
Although these stems are less common than the stems described above, there are many of them 
and they need an explanation. One explanation is that each stem is specified as front or back at 
the lexical level. Another explanation is that the /i/-vowel is underlyingly specified as front or 
back resulting in a surface assimilation for suffixes. If the second explanation is valid, then this 
weakens any claim of consonant harmony in Uyghur. 
 

3  Data Collection 
 
 The examples of Uyghur used in this paper come from Uyghur reference materials, 
including grammars and pedagogical materials (Engesæth et al. 2010; De Jong 2007; Hahn 1991; 
Lindblad 1990). To determine whether Uyghur has true consonant harmony, I first consider 
phrases that have back harmonic suffixes with the archiphoneme –G. These include the 
infinitive suffix –mAK, the dative suffix –GA, the causative voice suffix –GUz, and the gerund 
suffix –Gichɛ.  
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 Next, I present phrases that use these suffixes and have /i/ as the only vowel, and then I 
limit these stems to ones that do not have velar or uvular stops. I then compare the surface 
forms of these phrases to the definitions given for consonant harmony. Using the definitions, I 
analyze the harmonic processes found in Uyghur and determine if they are true consonant 
harmony or something else. 
 

4 Results 
 
 The following tables show stems with suffixes marked for [±back]. Each chart is divided 
into stems that have vowels that determine backness harmony. Again, the vowels /a/, /o/, or /u/ 
mark [+back] harmony and the vowels /ü/, /ö/, and /ɛ/ mark [–back] harmony. The /i/-stems 
are divided into three groups: those with velar consonants, those with uvular consonants, and 
those with neither velar nor uvular consonants. Table 4 shows stems with the infinitive -mAK 
suffix, and Table 5 shows stems with the dative -GA suffix, the gerund -Gichɛ suffix and the 
causative -GUz suffix. 
 
  Stem Stem + -mAK  English Translation [±back] 

1. al almaq ‘taking, buying’ [+ back] 

2. bol bolmaq ‘becoming, being’ [+ back] 
back 
vowel 

3. tɛkrarli tɛkrarlimaq ‘preparing’ [+ back] 

4. bɛr bɛrmɛk ‘giving’ [- back] 

5. bil bilmɛk ‘understanding’ [- back] 

6. ʧüʃ ʧüʃmɛk ‘to descend, fall, finish’ [- back] 

7. izdɛ izdimɛk ‘looking for, searching’ [- back] 

8. kör körmɛk ‘looking, seeing’ [- back] 

front 
vowel 

9. iʃlɛ iʃlimɛk ‘working’ [- back] 

10. ʧiq ʧiqmaq ‘emerging, ascending’ [+ back] 

11. qil qilmaq ‘doing, making’ [+ back] 
/i/-stem, 
uvular 

12. jiʁ jiʁmaq ‘gathering’ [+ back] 

13. tik tikmɛk ‘sewing’ [- back] 

14. kir kirmɛk ‘entering’ [- back] 
/i/-stem, 
velar 

15. kij kijmɛk ‘wearing’ [- back] 

16. tiriʃ tiriʃmaq ‘striving, being diligent’ [+ back] 

17. min minmɛk ‘riding’ [- back] 

18. itti ittimɛk ‘pushing’ [- back] 

/i/-stem, 
no velar 
or uvular 

19. iʧ iʧmɛk ‘drinking’ [- back] 

Table 4:  Verbs with -mAK infinitive marker 
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  Stem Stem + -GA English Translation [±[[[[[back] 
1. bazar bazarʁa ‘to the/a bazaar’ [+back] 

2. bala baliʁa ‘to the/a child’ [+back] 

3. bina binaʁa ‘to the/a building’ [+back] 

4. kino kinoʁa ‘to the/a cinema’ [+back] 

5. ʁulʤa ʁulʤiʁa ‘to Ghuldja’ [+back] 

6. yaz yazʁuz ‘write’ [+back] 

back  
vowel 

7. tap tapʁuz ‘find’ [+back] 

8. öj öjgɛ ‘to the/a house’ [- back] 

9. ürümʧi ürümʧigɛ ‘to Urumchi’ [- back] 

10.  qɛʃqɛr qɛʃqɛrgɛ ‘to Kashgar’ [- back] 

11. xotɛn xotɛngɛ ‘to Xotän’ [- back] 

12. üʧ üʧkichɛ ‘until 3 o’clock’ [- back] 

front  
vowel 

13. kɛt kɛtgüz ‘make leave’ [- back] 

14. qiʃ qiʃqa ‘to/for winter’ [+back] 

15. qirʁiz qirʁizʁa ‘to the Kirghiz’ [+back] 
/i/-stem, 
uvular 

16.  qirʁiz qirʁizʁichɛ ‘as far as the Kirghiz’ [+back] 

17. kir kirgɛ ‘to the dirt’ [+back] /i/-stem, 
velar 18. ikki ikkigichɛ ‘until 2 o’clock’ [+back] 

19. iʃ iʃqa ‘to work’ [+back] 

20. til tilʁa ‘into a/the language’ [+back] 

21. sinip sinipqa ‘to the/a classroom’ [+back] 

22. bilim bilimgɛ ‘to/for knowledge’ [- back] 

23. ilim ilimgɛ ‘to/for science’ [- back] 

24. ʃilim ʃilimge ‘to/ for glue’ [- back] 

25. iz izʁa ‘to the/a trace’ [+back] 

/i/-stem, 
no velar 
or uvular 

26. bir birgichɛ ‘until 1 o’clock’ [- back] 

Table 5:  Noun stems with the -GA, -Gichɛ, and -GUz suffixes 
 
 The verb stems above follow the expected patterns of Uyghur vowel harmony. Words 7. 
izdɛ/izdimɛk, and 9. iʃlɛ/iʃlimɛk in Table 4 exemplify stems that have vowel triggers for 
indicating [±back] that are not produced in their surface forms when the infinitive suffix -mAK 
is added. Both stems are subject to a common Uyghur phonological process known as vowel 
raising, in which the final /a/ or /ɛ/ of a stem raise to /i/ in an unstressed syllable. For more 
information on vowel-raising, see De Jong (2007), Friedrich (2002), or Hahn (1991). Because 
Uyghur /a/ and /ɛ/ are subject to vowel raising, /i/-vowels that appear in the lexical level are 
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not necessarily neutral to backness harmony, in that their underlying forms contain [±back] 
specification. This process is represented below in Table 6. 
 
verb stem izdɛ iʃlɛ 
underlying form [-back] [-back] 

underlying form + -mAK izdɛmɛk iʃlɛmɛk 
vowel raising izdimɛk iʃlimɛk 
surface form izdimɛk iʃlimɛk 
Table 6:  [± back] in verb stems that are subject to vowel raising 
 
 Additionally, verb 3. in Table 4 above, tɛkrarli/tɛkrarlimaq, is specified as [+back]. 
Lindblad refers to stems such as tɛkrarli as “stems with conflicting harmonic signals from 
vowels and consonants” (1990: 29). In this example, the velar /k/ does not determine backness 
harmony, rather the back vowel /a/ is the trigger. The final vowel /i/ remains neutral to 
backness harmony.   

Let us now consider more data from stems with the dative -GA suffix, the gerund -Gichɛ 
suffix, and the causative -GUz suffix, shown in Table 5 above.	  Again, there are examples of 
vowel raising in 2. bala/baliʁa, 3. bina/binaʁa, and 5. ʁulʤa/ʁulʤiʁa. Stems with conflicting 
harmonic signals from vowels and consonants are also seen in 10. qɛʃqɛr/qɛʃqɛrgɛ. 

 

5 Discussion 
 
 Using the data shown in Section 4 above, I argue that Uyghur does not have consonant 
harmony, as it is defined cross-linguistically. Returning to the criteria of consonant harmony as 
derived from consonant harmony definitions as explained in Section 2 above, the Uyghur data 
considered in this paper lacks strong evidence that: 
 

1. Consonants affect other consonants.  
2. These consonants must not be adjacent. 

 
Starting with the first criterion, consonants affect other consonants; there is no strong 

evidence that velar or uvular consonants affect other consonants. As noted in Section 2, 
Hansson (2001)’s research has shown that consonant harmony is primarily found within roots, 
making it behave differently than vowel harmony. As shown in the Uyghur data collected and 
presented in Section 4 above, there are not cases in which the presence of a velar or uvular 
consonant in a Uyghur root determines the selection of other consonants within the same root. 
Especially in Uyghur /i/-stems, velar and uvular sounds would appear to affect the selection of 
other consonants or velars in affixes, but in fact they do not as /i/-stems are underlyingly 
specified for [± back].  

Furthermore, there are cases in the data in which vowels and consonants do not share 
the same specification for [± back]. The verb stem /tɛkrarli/ ‘prepare’ has both a velar /k/ as 
well as a [+back] /a/. The stem /tɛkrarli/ is specified as [+back] in the surface form, as can be 
seen in the form /tɛkrarlimaq/, which uses the infinitive suffix -mAQ. The argument could be 
made that /tɛkrarli/ is a disharmonic root and because the [+back] /a/ syllable is closer to the 
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suffix than the [-back] velar /k/ syllable that it becomes the harmonic trigger; however, there 
are flaws with this argument. First, the claim made in the above argument uses disharmonic 
tendencies of vowel harmony systems to support a case for consonant harmony in Uyghur. 
This is problematic because Hansson (2001)’s cross-linguistic research shows that consonant 
harmony and vowel harmony do not behave the same way. Moreover, there is nothing in the 
claim made above that explains why the velar /k/ should cause the syllable /tɛk/ to be [-back] 
and not the vowel /e/. The order of syllables in disharmonic roots does matter in the 
specification for [±back], but there is no data to demonstrate that it is the consonant, rather 
than the vowel, that determines such specification. 

Moving on to the second criterion of consonant harmony, harmonic consonants must 
not be adjacent. There are no examples in the above data that show adjacent velar or uvular 
consonants between stem codas and affix onsets, but this could be due to a small sample size. 
The dative suffix –GA provides a potential problem with the second criterion as can be seen 
with the verb stem tik ‘sew’. Because the Uyghur syllable template is CVC, we can expect many 
stems that do end in velar or uvular consonants that would also take the dative suffix. This 
would violate the second criterion of consonant harmony.  

Let us now turn to other reasons to reject the hypothesis that Uyghur has consonant 
harmony. There are /i/-stems in Uyghur that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel 
information for backness harmony. These stems could be considered evidence that consonants 
affect other consonants for backness harmony, satisfying criterion 1 above. Furthermore, there 
are /i/-stems in Uyghur that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony that do not end in velars or uvulars, thus satisfying criterion 2 above. There 
are also examples of /i/-stems in Uyghur that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel 
information for backness harmony that end in velars or uvulars, such as /ʧiq/ ‘descend,’ /jiʁ/ 
‘gather,’ and /tik/ ‘sew’. These stems violate the second criterion of consonant harmony, as 
defined in the literature. An argument for Uyghur consonant harmony would have to show 
how some /i/-stems that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony undergo consonant harmony processes while others do not. This would 
require two rules, as shown in (2) below: 

 
(2) a. /i/-stems that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 

backness harmony undergo consonant harmony processes when the stem does not end 
in a velar or uvular. 

 b. /i/-stems that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony do not undergo consonant harmony processes when the stem ends in 
a velar or uvular. 

 
Neither of these rules explains how Uyghur /i/-stems without velars or uvulars determine 
backness harmony, thus requiring a third rule that would exempt these stems from consonant 
harmony, making them only undergo vowel harmony. This does not explain how Uyghur 
selects velar or uvular consonants at the surface level for suffixes such as dative -GA, infinitive 
-mAK, gerund -Gichɛ, or causative -GUz, thus causing the necessity for more rules. So far, 
supporting the claim that Uyghur has consonant harmony requires at least 4 rules, as shown in 
(3) below: 
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(3) a. /i/-stems that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony undergo consonant harmony processes when the stem does not end 
in a velar or uvular. 
 b. /i/-stems that have either velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony do not undergo consonant harmony processes when the stem ends in 
a velar or uvular. 

 c. /i/-stems that do not have velars or uvulars and no other vowel information for 
backness harmony do not undergo consonant harmony processes. 

 d. suffixes on /i/-stems that do not undergo consonant harmony processes determine 
velar or uvular suffixes through phonological processes that are not forms of consonant 
harmony. 

 
Additionally, these rules do not explain cases in the data in which there are either adjacent 
velar and [+back] vowels or adjacent uvular and [-back] vowels in the same syllable, as seen in 
the words /qɛʃqɛr/ ‘Kashgar’, which is specified as [-back] with the dative suffix -GA in 
/qɛʃqɛrgɛ/. Instead of claiming that some Uyghur stems are subject to consonant harmony 
whereas others are not, thus I introduce an alternative hypothesis. 
 The data collected from Uyghur reference materials support my claim that Uyghur has 
vowel harmony that also affects consonants. In this system, consonants assimilate to the 
[±back] specifications of vowels in affixes. Due to Uyghur’s CVC syllable template, this 
explanation allows Uyghur stems to end with any consonant without being constrained by 
adjacent consonants in affixes. Moreover, this claim is consistent with phonological literature 
describing Uyghur. Following Hahn (1991)’s description of Uyghur /i/ as a phonetically 
neutralized surface form of two phonemically distinct high unrounded vowels, /i/ and /ɨ/, no 
additional rules are needed to explain how Uyghur determines its stems as [±back]. This leaves 
us with the rules in (4) below: 
 
(4) a.  The vowel closest to the end of the stem specifies Uyghur stems as [±back]. 

b.  Velar and uvular consonants assimilate to the [±back] specifications of the vowel. 
 

These rules are simple and can be applied consistently to Uyghur stems. The data sample in 
this study fully supports this claim and it is consistent with the literature describing Uyghur. 
Likewise, it is consistent with cross-linguistic harmonic tendencies. 
 

6 Conclusion 
 

Uyghur does not have true consonant harmony as it is defined in cross-linguistic 
literature. With data from Uyghur reference materials, I present a sample of Uyghur stems and 
suffixes to examine front and back consonant assimilation. The data sample indicates multiple 
problems with the assumption that Uyghur has consonant harmony, thus I claim that the 
observed consonantal alternation in suffixes comes about as a result of vowel harmony 
triggering values for backness. As such, Uyghur does not exhibit the cross-linguistic 
characteristics of consonantal harmony reported in Hansson (2001) and Rose & Walker (2004), 
rather it demonstrates a subset of vowel harmony processes. 
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